
Chapter 1591: Level Up 

 

“It should not be that fast.” Jiang Yao trusted Mr. Liang’s ability. Mr. Liang had secretly transferred Ah 

Da to the Jindo City prison before she reminded him of that. When Mr. Liang took the two men, he also 

took their cell phones. He probably wanted to stabilize Master Zhu and Master Sen in YN. If he could buy 

some time, he would certainly do that. 

After chatting with Big Ke for a while, Jiang Yao looked at the time and saw that it had been half an hour 

since she was there. So she went home. When she went out empty-handed, and when she was back, 

she had something in her hand. When Mrs. Lu saw it, she thought she had gone to the small pharmacy 

in town to get some medicine. Mrs. Lu did not ask Jiang Yao why she had that. She just told Jiang Yao 

that she was going out to buy vegetables. She carried a basket and left the house happily with Mr. Lu. 

When Jiang Yao returned to her room, she went straight into the medical system to make medicine for 

Old Madam Liang. While Jiang Yao was busy in the laboratory, the System Admin helped her out. After 

Jiang Yao was done with her work, the System Admin looked at Jiang Yao excitedly and said, “Master, 

you look much better than when you came in last time!” 

Jiang Yao did not know whether to laugh or cry. “You would recover too if you drink nutritious broth 

every two to three days. Why don’t we have anything to help me recover faster?” 

“If there really is such a thing in the world, then why do we need doctors? The System Admin’s 

expression revealed a hint of disdain. It was as if he was displeased that Jiang Yao would say such 

nonsense. 

When he met Jiang Yao’s gaze, the System Admin quickly bared his teeth and smiled. He started talking 

about another topic. 

“Master, do you feel a change in your ability?” 

The System Admin’s tone suddenly became a little excited. “Your favorability has been increasing non-

stop recently; the medical system has also automatically upgraded. Your eyesight and hearing abilities 

have doubled. Now, you can also check out the higher-level library and try to perform higher-level 

surgeries.” 

“Higher-level surgeries?” 

Jiang Yao’s interest was immediately piqued. She immediately tried to open the library, and sure 

enough, she saw that the library had opened a new level. 

That new level was filled with more files. The contents of the files were all about the theories and 

methods of successful treatment of complicated diseases that were difficult to treat. Jiang Yao was 

amazed by what she saw. 

“So it’s not unreasonable for people in your galaxy to live long lives.” Jiang Yao knew that if a person’s 

finger was broken, surgery could fix that in a short period. If the surgery was successful enough, it might 

not affect their daily activities. 



However, before she saw that file, she did not dare imagine cell activation and regeneration technology. 

There was a case on file. The case mentioned a person who got into a car accident when he was young, 

and his leg was broken. That person had frozen his broken leg and stored it in a tube. After a few years, 

the technology matured, and that person had successfully used the technology to fix his leg. After the 

reattachment surgery, his leg was no different from an ordinary person’s. He could run, jump, and even 

become a professional athlete. It was even more surprising than the artificial leg that Jiang Yao had seen 

in the medical system. 

At that stage, no one would even think of such a thing… 

Chapter 1592: Four Kilometers 

 

After Jiang Yao came out of the medical system, her first thought was that she would never use cell 

activation and regeneration technology unless they were absolutely necessary. 

She had only used the neurotoxin once, and it had attracted a group of enemies. If she used that 

technology, would the whole world stare at her? 

A person with a broken leg would not die. If it were not someone close to her or someone she trusted, 

she would definitely not use that technology. 

She wanted to use the medical system to save more people, but she also wanted to protect herself. 

However, the System Admin also told her a piece of good news. Her vision and hearing abilities had 

doubled. Previously, she could only see and hear people and voices within a two-kilometer radius. At 

that moment, she could see and hear people and voices within a four-kilometer radius. 

That made Jiang Yao a little excited. If she had had that ability when she was searching the mountains 

back then, she would have been able to find the person she was looking for in half the time. 

Jiang Yao could not wait to go to the balcony and test her ability. Her field of vision instantly expanded 

by two times. As long as she wanted to, she could hear whatever those people were whispering about. 

There were no secrets within four kilometers of Jiang Yao. 

She saw Mr. Lu carrying a basket and following Mrs. Lu in the market. Mrs. Lu was trying hard to bargain 

with the vegetable farmers. She could hear people at the market entrance saying that Mr. Lu and Mrs. 

Lu were so close that it was enviable. She was already so old, but she still needed his company when she 

went out to buy vegetables. 

She also saw her Second Uncle Lu driving into the area that she could see. She saw the relaxed and 

happy expression on the man’s face. She could also see a plastic box in the trunk of his car. The plastic 

box had the logo of air transport on it. She could even see a huge Australian lobster in the box. 

It was a good feeling to be able to see through everything. It was as if that world had no secrets for her. 

It was as if she controlled that world. It gave her a strong sense of security. 

Second Uncle Lu arrived earlier than Mr. and Mrs. Lu. When he entered the door, he carried the plastic 

box with a happy expression. 



“Jiang Yao, quickly put this in your refrigerator. There is a lobster about the same size as last time.” 

Second Uncle Lu dragged his thin coat when he entered the door. “My friend is a good person. He was 

not angry when I said that I couldn’t cooperate with him for the time being. He even gave me those two 

lobsters. He said he would treat that matter as if he were a good friend of mine. Initially, I was too 

embarrassed to accept these two lobsters, but he insisted on giving them to me. He said that if I did not 

accept them, he would not be willing to befriend me.” 

“It seems like that person has good taste and cherishes you as a friend.” Jiang Yao knocked on the box. 

“There are two lobsters inside?” 

Jiang Yao only saw one when she looked at it just now. 

“There’s only one left. I asked my driver to take the other one home. He has been driving for me for 

many years. He is honest, dutiful, and hard-working. He doesn’t have many tricks up his sleeve. I quite 

like him. Anyway, we have only a few people here. We’ve tried it once already anyway, so I gave him the 

smaller one.” 

Second Uncle Lu rolled up his sleeves as he spoke. “I’ve learned from the chef from last time. I’ll cook for 

you guys at noon today! I heard that you have a guest today… What a coincidence! Let’s give the guest a 

nice dish at noon!” 

Chapter 1593: The Qian Family 

 

Second, Uncle Lu’s culinary skills were not considered good, but he was so excited about cooking that 

Jiang Yao did not discourage him. 

Second Uncle Lu was a younger brother. Before he got married, he had followed his older brother 

around. Of course, he said that he would take care of his older brother. 

He got married, but his wife had passed away very early. However, the two families were close, so 

Second Uncle Lu would bring Xiaoxiao to eat with his brother and sister-in-law. 

Later, Second Uncle Lu went into business and did not even have time to eat, let alone cook. Therefore, 

Jiang Yao felt that Second Uncle Lu’s cooking skills were still a little unnerving. She hoped that he had 

learned enough to give her a surprise. 

It was too early to boil the lobster, which would emphasize its fresh and tender taste. So, Second Uncle 

Lu did not start cooking the lobster right away. Instead, he prepared the side dishes first. 

Jiang Yao watched for a while in the kitchen, and when she heard her phone ring in the living room, she 

ran out to pick it up. It was Liang Yueze. 

In less than half an hour, Liang Yueze had interrogated the person behind the medication change. 

“The servant admitted that she took money from Qian Zhibin to change the drug.” Liang Yueze felt that 

Qian Zhibin was too brave to do that in the Liang family. “The fake medicine was filled with powdered 

sugar mixed with coloring. When the servant got it, she was worried that Qian Zhibin would make her 

kill people, so before changing the medicine, she fed a few capsules to three stray cats. When she saw 

that the stray cats were fine, she was relieved and changed the medicine.” 



Others might think that although the servant was greedy, she was not stupid enough to kill people. 

However, Jiang Yao did not think so. 

That servant had changed the medicine used to treat Madam Liang’s high blood pressure. Old Madam 

Liang had not taken other medicine and ingested powdered sugar without her knowledge. Older people 

should eat less sugar as sugar was high in calories. That was something that Old Madam Liang should 

not have eaten. 

That was probably why Old Madam Liang suddenly had high blood pressure and was sent to the 

hospital. 

Fortunately, they managed to catch it in time before she had a major attack. It would eventually become 

a slow murder case if they had not discovered it in time. 

“What is the reason for Qian Zhibin’s doing that?” Jiang Yao knew of Qian Zhibin. She had never seen 

Qian Zhibin in person, but he often appeared on the radio and newspapers in Jindo City. There was only 

one person with power in Jindo City. Previously, she had read about him in the newspapers. Qian Zhibin 

was also the descendant of a soldier. 

Qian Zhibin was about the same age as Mr. Liang. His authority was higher than Liang Yueze’s eldest 

brother, Liang Yuekai, but he did not belong to the same unit as Liang Yuekai. He also did not have any 

conflict with the Liang family. For so many years, the Qian and Liang families had always been at peace. 

“It’s because of Old General Qian.” Liang Yueze found out about that. 

“Some time ago, Old General Qian was sick and hospitalized. That incident had a significant impact on 

the radio and newspapers. Our families are not close, but my grandfather did go to the hospital to visit 

him. He did not pay too much attention to Old General Qian’s illness, so we don’t know why he was 

hospitalized. 

The radio and newspapers did not mention it, but I know now. Old General Qian was hospitalized due to 

his high blood pressure. Perhaps Qian Zhibin had caused that…” 

Chapter 1594: It’s Him 

 

“Is he sick? Why didn’t he just ask you where it was prescribed if he wanted medicine? Why did he go 

through so much trouble to change the medicine?” Jiang Yao could not figure that out. 

“Do you still remember what happened in Yuan City?” Liang Yueze asked when he heard Jiang Yao’s 

calm tone. 

“Yuan City? The Chai family?” Jiang Yao was stunned for a second before she reacted. “Are they related 

to the Qian family? Madam Chai couldn’t have had an illegitimate child with Qian Zhibin, right?” 

Liang Yueze gave Jiang Yao a clear answer. “It’s him. He must have known about the conflict between 

you and the Chai family in Yuan City, so he must have known that you are the Divine Doctor’s student. 

He must have also found out that you were the one who prescribed Grandma’s medicine. He probably 

thought that you wouldn’t give that medicine to him after what happened in Yuan City.” 



Jiang Yao wanted to curse, but she forced herself to endure it in the end. 

“Did Qian Zhibin hide the Chai family’s matter from his family and only admit his father to the hospital 

because of his high blood pressure? He is really a dutiful son. His heart ached for his father’s high blood 

pressure, so he wanted the medicine that I made for Grandma Liang. A selfish person indeed! Qian 

Zhibin only cares about his own father; he does not care about other people’s mothers.” 

He even wanted to steal medicine from the Liang family. 

Jiang Yao’s mind suddenly had a flash of inspiration, and she shook her head violently. 

She said, “That’s not right! Xingzhi didn’t tell me that the Qian family was behind the Chai family, but he 

did tell me that Madam Chai was killed in prison by her lover. Xingzhi said that the man behind Chai was 

extremely selfish and ruthless. How could such a man take the risk of offending the Liang family just 

because of his father?” 

That did not make sense. Lu Xingzhi had said that the man behind Chief Chai was so ruthless that he 

could even kill his own son. 

“If Qian Zhibin dares to offend your family, he wouldn’t have let Yuan City fall into Xingzhi’s hands 

without doing anything back then. He still had some misgivings about you guys. He wouldn’t have taken 

that risk if he didn’t have enough benefits to drive him. Because he definitely knew that if the Liang 

family found out that he ordered the servant to change the medicine, the Liang family wouldn’t let him 

off. So, there must be a lot of benefits for him to take that risk. It is not because of filial piety.” Jiang Yao 

was sure about that. 

“Most of the power and connections in the Qian family are still in Old General Qian’s hands. As long as 

he is still alive, he will have one more day of power and connections. Maybe Qian Zhibin is afraid that 

Old General Qian will get sick at this time.” Liang Yueze could only guess. 

Jiang Yao shook her head and said, “It’s still wrong. We need to continue investigating the matter. Don’t 

act rashly. For the time being, pretend that you don’t know about the change in medicine. Don’t let 

others see any clues. You also need to hide the fact that Grandma Liang is with me now. “ 

After hanging up the call, the first thing that came to Jiang Yao’s mind was Du Chen. 

Du Chen had his own sources of information, so it might be helpful to ask him to investigate Qian Zhibin. 

Jiang Yao took out her phone and gave Du Chen a call. 

Du Chen’s warm voice almost blew Jiang Yao away. He might have sounded friendly, but he was just 

faking it… 

Chapter 1595: That Makes Sense 

 

“Director Jiang, I’m amazed to get your call.” Du Chen sounded shocked. 

“I’ve been busy lately, so I’m surprised that I’m calling you too,” Jiang Yao said mockingly. 



Then, she said, “I don’t have much time, and things are a little urgent. So, I won’t talk nonsense with 

you. I’ll get straight to the point.” 

“Sure, there’s no need for us to pretend. I also like to be direct,” Du Chen replied. 

“Help me investigate Qian Zhibin. I want to know what he’s been doing recently and who he’s been in 

contact with,” Jiang Yao said. 

“What a coincidence.” 

Du Chen smiled lightly. “I can give you an answer to that question right away. Recently, Qian Zhibin has 

been in secret contact with a research institute in M Country. Qian Zhibin sent a drug to that research 

institute and asked the research institute to help break down the components. He has also recently 

been in contact with several pharmaceutical companies in the country. It seems like he is trying to buy 

one of the companies. As far as I know, he should be collaborating with the research institute to develop 

a drug and then preparing to borrow a shell company in the country to buy that company to produce 

that drug for the market.” 

After Du Chen said that, he sighed. “No one can escape death. Hospitals have always been a very 

profitable industry. Similarly, pharmaceutical companies have always been a thriving industry. Qian 

Zhibin probably took a fancy to that industry to make money.” 

Jiang Yao suddenly became enlightened and said, “That makes sense. I understand now. Thank you. And 

by the way, I’m in my hometown. You can come to the county town to find me whenever you want to 

heal your leg. I’ll perform the surgery on you whenever you arrive.” 

Jiang Yao had promised to perform the surgery on Du Chen, but she had been so delayed by all kinds of 

things that she had not fulfilled her promise. Instead, Du Chen helped her time and time again. 

“Okay.” Du Chen agreed without any hesitation. 

Jiang Yao put her phone on the rattan chair by her side and leaned on the marble railing of the balcony, 

thinking about something. 

Qian Zhibin did not change the medicine for his father but for producing the medicine. Jiang Yao felt that 

it made sense. That was more similar to his characteristics. 

That medicine was a miracle drug for patients with high blood pressure. If Qian Zhibin and the research 

institute collaborated to break down the ingredients and make it themselves, then mass-market it, Jiang 

Yao could not even imagine how much profit it would bring. 

Therefore, only money was enough reason for Qian Zhibin to take the risk of stealing the drug. 

However, the research institute had not been successful, so Qian Zhibin had to ask the servant to 

change the drug many times. 

Jiang Yao smiled. It would be a miracle if the research institute in M Country could develop the drug that 

she prepared from the system space. 

Qian Zhibin wanted to make a lot of money with the drug. What would happen to Qian Zhibin if 

Changkang Pharma announced that they had developed the drug and put it into production for sale? 



He would probably be so angry that his nose would go crooked. 

He must have paid a lot of money to cooperate with the research institute to develop that medicine. She 

was still looking forward to seeing him fail miserably. 

However, Qian Zhibin’s incident had also alarmed Jiang Yao. It made her understand that many people 

had begun to pay attention to her existence as the Divine Doctor’s student. More people had also 

started to pay attention to the Divine Doctor’s movements… 

Chapter 1596: Feeling Sorry For The Kitchen Knife 

 

A neurotoxin had attracted some negative attention from YN. 

A drug to treat high blood pressure had also attracted Qian Zhibin, a ruthless person. 

Her life in her hometown was not peaceful at all. 

When she lived a somewhat isolated life in Shu City, many people had moved so close to her, and when 

she did not know, they had their eyes on her. 

Jiang Yao leaned on the marble table and looked up at the sky with a sense of relief. Did those who 

wanted to scheme against her think that she was so weak that others could control her easily? 

One wanted to snatch her things openly, and the other tried to steal her things. 

Those people were jokers. 

Jiang Yao went downstairs when she heard Mr. Lu and Mrs. Lu returning home after buying some 

vegetables. The two of them purchased so many that the refrigerator was full. 

When Jiang Yao walked in with her slippers clacking, second uncle Lu happened to take out the box of 

lobsters from the refrigerator to make room for other dishes. 

Jiang Yao was bored, so when she noticed Second Uncle Lu opened the box, she went over to take a 

look. There were a lot of broken ice cubes in the box. Even after such a long time, the lobster was still 

well preserved at a cool temperature. 

Jiang Yao had just eaten lobster the previous day, so she had lost most of her interest in it. When Second 

Uncle Lu started to handle the lobster, she watched from the side as if she was watching a show. Seeing 

Second Uncle Lu chopping with the kitchen knife in a disorderly manner, it was a little hard for her to 

hold back her laughter. 

“I feel sorry for our kitchen knife.” Mr. Lu shook his head. “I also feel sorry for the chopping board.” 

“Why don’t you feel sorry for me?” Second, Uncle Lu wiped the sweat off his forehead. “The chef could 

cut it very easily. Why is it so difficult for me?” 

Jiang Yao and Mrs. Lu looked at each other. They smiled bitterly and left the kitchen. 



For the whole morning, Jiang Yao did not have time to talk to Mrs. Lu. Since she had time, Jiang Yao 

asked, “Mom, are your knees better this morning? It will rain in a few days. I’ll help you do some 

acupuncture at night. You can soak your feet again. It should feel much better in a few days.” 

“Actually, last night—” Mrs. Lu’s words were interrupted when the phone in Second Uncle Lu’s jacket 

rang. Mrs. Lu listened to the clanging sounds in the kitchen, then walked over to the kitchen and 

shouted, “Haixing, your phone is ringing.” 

“Can you get that? The phone is in my coat pocket. Answer it and see who is calling me. Don’t they know 

that I’m resting today?” Second Uncle Lu complained. He was venting his anger for not cooking the 

lobster perfectly on the person who was calling him. 

Mrs. Lu smiled. She went back to the sofa and picked Second Uncle Lu’s phone. As Jiang Yao was sitting 

next to Mrs. Lu, she could see the change in Mrs. Lu’s expression even if she did not listen carefully to 

what the person on the phone was saying. 

After Mrs. Lu listened for about a minute, she ran back to the kitchen and said, “Stop! The call is from 

your driver. He sold the lobster you gave him to a relative who owns a restaurant. That relative prepared 

the lobster 20 minutes ago and brought it to the guests. Ten minutes ago, all the guests were sent to the 

hospital. Their lips were blue, and they were foaming at the mouth. Police officers have locked down the 

restaurant. They have also taken the leftover food, including the lobster, for testing…” 

Chapter 1597: Keep It As Evidence 

Second Uncle Lu was so frightened that he hurriedly threw a small piece of lobster in his hand. He 

shouted, “What? Is the lobster poisonous? We just ate it yesterday, and it was still fine. Is it because of 

its gender? Maybe the male is poisonous, and the female is not poisonous?” 

Jiang Yao was also startled. She quickly walked toward the kitchen and said, “The lobster is not 

poisonous. Furthermore, didn’t the guests at that table eat something else too? Perhaps they got food 

poisoning from something else. Since the police have already taken the food to be tested, they should 

have the results very soon.” 

Jiang Yao took the phone from Mrs. Lu and spoke to Second Uncle Lu’s driver in a steady voice, “Contact 

the police. Once the test result is out, immediately inform us. We don’t need to go to the hospital for 

the time being. You don’t have to be nervous. Perhaps those guests ate something else and got food 

poisoning.” 

The driver sighed in relief when he heard that. “I think so too. Yesterday, Boss ate such a big lobster, and 

he was fine. The owner of the restaurant probably wanted to shirk responsibility. As soon as something 

happened, he insisted that I was the one who sold him the lobster. He said that his restaurant had never 

encountered such a thing in so many years. Today, I sold him the lobster, and something happened, so 

he said that the lobster was poisonous.” 

“Don’t pay attention to him until the results are out. If the police come looking for you, you can say 

whatever you want. Remember, you don’t have to panic. First of all, that lobster was given to you by 

your boss. Second of all, that lobster was given to him by another person. Even if there is something 

wrong with the lobster, it is not your fault. If the police ask you something, but you hide the information, 

then they will only suspect you even more. We are not guilty. We just need to know what to say.” 



After hearing Jiang Yao’s words, the driver regained his composure. “I understand. But just in case, let’s 

ask Boss not to eat the lobster first. We’ll talk about it after the results are out. It’s better to be safe than 

sorry.” 

There was no need for the driver to tell Jiang Yao that. After hanging up the phone, Jiang Yao saw 

Second Uncle Lu was already washing his hands and preparing to throw the lobster away. She quickly 

stopped him. 

“Second Uncle, don’t throw it. If that lobster is poisonous, you have to keep it as evidence. Wouldn’t it 

be wasteful to throw it away if it’s not poisonous? Let me take a look.” Jiang Yao walked toward him. 

Moe followed Jiang Yao into the kitchen and jumped onto the cooking table. Jiang Yao used the wooden 

chopsticks to open the lobster’s pincers to take a look. Moe took a sniff at the lobster’s belly. 

Before Jiang Yao noticed anything, Moe suddenly stepped back and pulled Jiang Yao’s finger to point at 

the place where he had sniffed. “There seems to be a smell that doesn’t belong to the lobster. The scent 

isn’t strong, and I can’t even smell it if I’m not so close. The lobster’s smell almost covers it.” 

Jiang Yao frowned and tapped the chopsticks on the pincers. She called out to Second Uncle Lu and Mr. 

Lu and said, “Dad, Second Uncle, don’t you think this looks like a needle mark?” 

Then, Jiang Yao took a shell from the side and searched through it. Sure enough, she found two tiny 

needle holes in it. 

“What do you mean?” 

Mrs. Lu walked in quickly. “Someone is trying to harm your uncle?” 

“There might really be something wrong with the lobster. Those needle marks shouldn’t appear on the 

lobster’s shell.” Jiang Yao took Moe off the cooking table and said, “It’s a pity that I don’t have any 

equipment on hand right now. Otherwise, I could dissect it and see what’s wrong with the lobster..” 

Chapter 1598: Call The Police 

 

Jiang Yao looked at Second Uncle Lu and said, “Second Uncle, do you still remember what I said just 

now? I said the lobster is not poisonous. If someone eats that lobster and becomes poisoned, then it 

means that the lobster has become poisonous. There is only one reason why a non-poisonous food 

would suddenly become poisonous, and that is because someone has injected poison into it. The needle 

hole found on the lobster’s body is where they injected the poison.” 

“That lobster was given to you by the person you wanted to work with. Did he do it?” Mr. Lu was so 

scared that he quickly pulled Jiang Yao aside. “Keep a distance from that thing. We still don’t know 

what’s going on. ” 

Jiang Yao said, “Dad, there’s no need for guesses. It has to be him. Australia’s air transport requires 

border inspection. Lobster with needle marks on its body won’t be able to make it across the border and 

into Second Uncle’s friend’s hands. So if there’s a problem with the lobster, then his friend must be 

involved!” 



“Then what should we do now?” Second Uncle Lu was also panicking. Even though he had been 

traveling among businessmen for many years and had earned everything he had, he had never felt as 

terrible as he did that day. 

“If he really wanted to harm me, then I must have been really blind. I thought he was a good person and 

that he was sincere in being my friend.” Second Uncle Lu could not help but feel a chill down his spine 

when he thought of the people who were ready to take his life behind his back while calling him brother. 

Second Uncle Lu had wanted to ask his eldest brother and sister-in-law for their opinion. That was the 

first time he had encountered such a thing. However, Mr. and Mrs. Lu were even more flustered; the 

two of them did not know what to do at that moment. 

Jiang Yao said, “Call the police. Second Uncle, you should call the police and say that you suspected 

someone wanted to poison you. After you received the driver’s call, you looked carefully at the lobster 

and found something similar to a needle hole on the lobster shell.” 

Second Uncle Lu was dumbfounded. “What? Didn’t someone eat and then be sent to the hospital for 

emergency treatment? It’s a matter of life and death. If I call the police, won’t they arrest me?” 

Second Uncle Lu thought that he had to run. 

“The lobster was given to you by someone else, and you gave it to your driver. It had nothing to do with 

you. Furthermore, if you took the initiative to call the police, you would become a victim. The police had 

to handle your case and investigate the case. Whether those two matters were investigated separately 

or together, the one who had to run is not you but the person who gave you the lobster.” 

Jiang Yao handed the phone to Second Uncle Lu and said, “This kind of thing should be done sooner 

rather than later, lest that person gets wind of it and runs away first. Second Uncle, you should 

immediately call the police and inform them of the identity and address of the person who gave you the 

lobster. Let the police arrest that person first. As for the rest of the matter, we will eventually find 

something as long as we catch the person and investigate it slowly.” 

“Yaoyao’s words make sense. We are also victims, so calling the police is the correct thing.” Mr. Lu 

snapped back to his senses and nodded in agreement with Jiang Yao’s words. “Yaoyao’s analysis is 

correct. Listen to Yaoyao. Call the police.” 

“Second Uncle, call the police. The incident happened in our county. Didn’t you say that the person who 

gave you the lobster was a foreign businessman? He can’t get away. Your network is incomparable in 

this city and county. You can’t admit defeat in your own territory..” Jiang Yao smiled and said, “There is 

nothing to worry about when we’re in our own territory.” 

Chapter 1599: Don’t Know His Intentions 

 

Second Uncle Lu suddenly came to a realization and laughed embarrassedly, “Yes, I was scared silly. This 

is our own place. Why should I be scared? If I want to be scared, I’ll be the one who hurts others!” 

Second Uncle Lu was shocked by the incident and did not react for a moment. After Jiang Yao reminded 

him, he felt that his idea of running away was too ridiculous. 



Who in the city had better connections than him? 

Second Uncle Lu chose to call the police in a special way. He did not call the police station but the police 

chief to tell him about his side of the story. 

As long as people had enough money, sometimes they could still get the corresponding special 

treatment. 

A police car came to the Lu family shortly after Second Uncle Lu called the police. A county police squad 

leader emerged from the vehicle. The squad leader brought people to take the lobster on the Lu family’s 

kitchen counter as evidence. 

“Fortunately, you haven’t eaten yet.” After the squad leader entered the house, he chatted with Second 

Uncle Lu before he told him about the situation at the hospital. “Before I came here, I was at the 

hospital. I heard from the doctors that, for the time being, we still can’t find out what kind of poison the 

person was suffering from. They can only treat him with ordinary medicine for food poisoning first. The 

hospital has already contacted the hospitals and experts in the province. They want the provinces’ 

hospitals to send experts to assist them or transfer those patients to the provincial hospital.” 

“How many people were poisoned?” Jiang Yao asked. 

“A table of 12 guests was sent to the hospital. Those who ate more were still in surgery. Those who ate 

less were in better condition. Then again, some ate a little but did not have much reaction. The other 

team has already gone to the city to look for that person. Once they find him, they will bring him back to 

the county bureau to be investigated.” 

Then, the squad leader took statements from the Lu family. He told Second Uncle Lu that he would 

inform him as soon as the results came out and then leave with his men. 

As a result, the Lu family elders were not in the mood to eat. When they remembered that they had 

guests at home, Mrs. Lu had no choice but to cook. At least she could prepare some lunch to entertain 

the guests at home. 

After Second Uncle Lu saw the squad leader off, he called the police chief and talked for a long time 

before sitting back on the sofa. After thinking for a while, Second Uncle Lu asked again, “Is it possible 

that the person who sent my friend the Australian lobster wanted to harm him? That person did not 

know that he would give me the lobster; he thought that my friend would eat it.” 

Then Second Uncle Lu kept quiet when he saw Mr. Lu’s gaze. “Forget it. I’m the one who doesn’t know 

how to judge a person well. I don’t understand this nonsense! He’s just a poisonous scorpion! But I just 

can’t figure out what’s in it for him to poison me to death.” 

Mr. Lu said, “Maybe he hates you for snatching the land that he wanted, so he pretended to befriend 

you to look for an opportunity to harm you. We don’t know his intention. Who knows what was in his 

mind?” 

Jiang Yao sat on the sofa without making a sound. Those who did not know would have thought she was 

sitting there with her eyes closed to rest. However, Moe was lying by her feet, and he knew that Jiang 

Yao had entered the medical system. 



Jiang Yao scanned the lobster and went to the system lab. She took advantage of the opportunity and 

went to the laboratory to perform a dissection. 

The equipment in the lab was more advanced than any other place outside. Therefore, Jiang Yao only 

busied herself for a few minutes before she got the results… 

Chapter 1600: He Didn’t Run Away 

 

The lobster was injected with a plant toxin. The toxin was extracted from a type of flower called poppy. 

Those flowers were commonly seen in the border area between Province Yun and YN. It was also 

possible to see farmers planting them in large areas in small countries like MD Country. However, it was 

prohibited to plant poppies privately in the country. Even if pharmacists wanted to grow it for medical 

purposes, they had to apply and go through strict checks and approvals. 

The flower was poisonous in all its beads. Its roots, stems, and seeds were highly poisonous. However, 

more traders extracted the poppy’s poison for profit rather than medical purposes. 

In particular, the poppies in MD Country were used by many farmers and traders as a tool to make 

money. They used the poppies to process and produce poison. That poison did not kill people 

immediately, but it could make people addicted to them. Then, it would gradually take away people’s 

health and lives in the long years of addiction. 

In addition to the poppies, two other poisons were found in lobsters. One came from the more common 

jimsonweed, and another came from an animal. 

Those three poisons were injected into lobsters. Usually, people would only cook lobsters for three to 

five minutes before eating them. Some people even liked the half-cooked lobster meat. The high 

temperature was not enough to make the toxins lose their effect. 

Jiang Yao wondered how many people who ate those lobsters and were sent to the hospital had a 

chance of survival. 

More importantly, the medical standards of the county hospital were limited. Those doctors only 

thought it was food poisoning. They might not be able to find the source of the poison in a short time. If 

they could not find the source, they could not prescribe the right medicine. 

Jiang Yao came out of the medical system and looked at Second Uncle Lu, who was on the phone with 

someone. She only heard Second Uncle Lu speak excitedly. 

Jiang Yao did not eavesdrop. Instead, she waited for his call to finish before she asked, “What’s the 

situation?” 

“My—” Second Uncle Lu almost said his friend again, but he changed his words when he was about to 

say it. “Pan Peng, that son of a b*tch, has been caught. The city police assisted the county police in 

arresting him. When the police arrived at his house, he did not even resist. He asked the police if I had 

died from the poison. Then the police arrested him and are now on the way back to our county police 

station.” 



“By the looks of it, he was waiting at home for you to be poisoned to death, right? How much does he 

hate you?” Mr. Lu was also furious. “How can there be such a vicious person in this world? He wants to 

kill people at any time. Is he still human?” 

“The police said he did not run away? He did not resist? When he saw the police, he asked if you were 

poisoned to death?” Jiang Yao was also speechless. “How much does he want you to die? He even risked 

his own life. Second Uncle, you didn’t steal his wife, did you?” 

People said that men would only hate those who stole their wife or killed their child. 

Second Uncle Lu did not kill anyone, so he could only have provoked the other man to hate him so much 

because he had stolen his wife. 

“Steal what? Am I that kind of person?” Second Uncle Lu spat. “I don’t plan to find a stepmother for 

Xiaoxiao. Why would I provoke a woman? I’m a gentleman. I’m afraid that if I accidentally get involved 

with a woman that I can’t get rid of, they’ll be Xiaoxiao’s stepmother. Then, they might bully my 

daughter.” 

Jiang Yao was only joking; she felt like it was all nonsense. Second Uncle Lu was not that kind of person… 

 


